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Dual isotope stress testing using thallium and technetium (Tc) is associated with high radiation exposure and several hours of testing time. We 
investigated a low dose, Tc 99-m stress protocol in which a rest image was obtained only if needed. This approach reduced the radiation dose and 
testing time significantly without compromising image quality or interpretive certainty.
Methods: 50 pts with 3 or less cardiac risk factors were assigned to a low dose Tc 99-m stress protocol (8-12 mCi). A rest image using (24-36mCi) 
of Tc was obtained 3-4 hrs after the stress injection if needed. This group was then compared to 50 pts with similar pretest probability of CAD who 
had dual isotope imaging. Four readers commented on the study quality as poor, fair, good, v. good or excellent. Attenuation correction with CT and /
or prone imaging was used for both groups.
Image acquisition: For the low dose group the camera time was increased by 5s per stop. A dual head camera with 32 stops/head was used. 
The total increase in camera time was 2.6mins. Butter worth filter with cut off and order of 0.4 and 5 and 0.5 and 5.0 was used for the low and high 
dose images. The calculations were based on a phantom model.
Results: The low dose group received significantly less radiation (5.11+/- 3.49 mSv) as compared to the dual isotope group (27.4+/- 0.71mSv). 
The p value was 0.0001
The testing time in the low dose group was 1 hr 30+/-10mins as compared to 3 hrs 30 +/-15mins in the dual isotope group. Less than 15% of 
subjects in the low dose group required a rest image.
Using polytomous logistic regression analysis after adjusting for any differences in risk factors no difference in study quality was noted. The Odds 
ratio for Good vs. excellent was 0.146. The 95% confidence interval was 0.016-1.346, p=0.0895. A favorable trend for the low dose group was noted.
Conclusion: The low dose stress protocol is useful in reducing radiation dose and total testing time significantly in majority of the patients with low 
to intermediate pre-test likelihood of obstructive CAD. This can be done without compromising image quality or interpretive certainty.
